A two-stage refinement approach for the enhancement of excretory production of an exoglucanase from Escherichia coli.
Hyper-expression of a secretory exoglucanase, Exg, encoded by the cex gene of Cellulomonas fimi was previously shown to saturate the SecYEG pathway and result in dramatic cell death of recombinant Escherichia coli (Z.B. Fu, K.L. Ng, T.L. Lam, W.K.R. Wong, Cell death caused by hyper-expression of a secretory exoglucanase in Esherichia coli, Protein Expr. Purif. 42 (2005) 67-77). We propose here that the cell lysate ratio (Pre/Mat RQ) of the unprocessed precursor Exg protein (Pre-Exg) and its processed mature product (Mat-Exg) reflects the capacity of E. coli to secrete Exg. A Pre/Mat RQ of 20/80, designated the "Critical Value," was an important threshold measurement. A rise in the Pre/Mat RQ triggered a mass killing effect. The use of various secretion signal peptides did not improve the viability of cells expressing high levels of Pre-Exg under strong tac promoter control. However, use of the weaker vegG promoter in conjunction with a change in start codon of the spa leader sequence from ATG to TTG in a pM1vegGcexL plasmid construct resulted in a high level (0.9 U ml(-1)) of excreted Exg in shake-flask cultures. This was 50% higher than the best result obtained from plasmid construct lacUV5par8cex, using the lacUV5 promoter and the ompA leader sequence. Variations in the excreted Exg activities were attributable to differences in the Pre/Mat RQ values of the induced cultures harboring pM1vegGcexL and lacUV5par8cex. These values were 18/82 and 10/90, respectively. Employing fed-batch cultivation in two-liter fermentors, an induced JM101(pM1vegGcexL) culture yielded 4.5 U ml(-1) of excreted Exg, which was over six fold greater that previously reported. Our results illustrate the successful application of the Pre/Mat RQ ratio as a guide to the attainment of a maximum level of secreted/excreted Exg.